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Investment Highlights
▪

Innovative industry

▪
▪

Pioneering green
technology

▪
▪
▪
▪

Highly scalable
business model

▪

▪

Solid Customer base

▪
▪

Extensive expansion
possibilities

▪
▪

Environmental management used to be complex and time-consuming
Smart environmental management is the inevitable way forward globally
Digital data provides a complete picture of a company´s environmental impact
Klappir has created leading sustainability management software solutions
These new products will impact the current market for green technology
Klappir is a driving force in Iceland, a leading country in green technology
Klappir’s sustainability management system can grow naturally from Iceland to
other countries
With its strong track record, Klappir is in a unique position to lead the
inevitable evolution of carbon footprint reporting
Solid customer base totaling 350 companies and over 3,000 users
Customers include companies in aviation, maritime, education, power, and auto
Significant benefits already achieved for Klappir’s customers

In 2020, more than 12,000 companies in the UK (<250 employees) will have to
provide the new global environmental, social and governance (ESG) report
Klappir’s software solutions can enable businesses to meet this new law

“We passionately care
for the environment and
are committed to
building software
solutions and providing
advisory services that
create an ecosystem,
enabling organizations,
municipalities, and
governments to execute
transparent and
reliable sustainability
accounting in a costefficient way.”
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01 KLAPPIR GREEN SOLUTIONS

Klappir at a Glance
Klappir is a Nasdaq First North listed
software solutions company that
develops and helps customers
implement digital solutions for
environmental management

Klappir is ready with the digital
ecosystem allowing companies to
understand their business‘s direct and
indirect emission and carbon footprint
and simplify compliance with
environmental law and regulations

Klappir’s product portfolio and
methodology is proven and already
operational – making scalability of the
operations both easy and virtually
limitless

Klappir’s strategy and products are
adapted to the UN Sustainable
Development Goals and enable
customers to deliver legally required
reports to relevant supervisory bodies

22 employees

320 shareholders 3,000 users

350 companies 20 countries

4 Year Plan Achieved
Proven concept and products ready for global expansion
E-record Books for
maritime launched
EnviroMaster
RoadMaster

Idea of Klappir is born

2014

2016

Klappir listed on the
Nasdaq First North
Market

2017

ARK Technologies, KGS and DataDrive
merge under a single company named
Klappir Green Solutions

2018

Equity
950 ISKm

Debt
100 ISKm

2019

Klappir sets its sights towards
Guiding Sustainability Transformation
through expanding the ecosystem

Klappir merges with Stiki to extend its
global reach and fortify infrastructure

Successful funding through shareholders,
revenue and public R&D funds
Share capital
480 ISKm

Revenue
890 ISKm

GreenScreens
Subsystems

2020

Expansion to international markets – partnering
with ChartCo Ltd., UK & Klappir - Lithuania

Developing new environmental software
solutions to expand customer base in Iceland

4 Year Plan - Total planned investment

ISO27001 Certified
ESG Reporting
RiskMaster, STPAMaster
PortMaster

LogCentral
SeaMaster
HouseMaster

Debt
65 ISKm

Klappir at year-end 2019
Total assets
490 ISKm

Equity ratio
73%

Shares (A+B)
134,026,661

Management Team

Jón Ágúst Þorsteinsson
CEO

Þorsteinn Svanur Jónsson
GM Business

Ólöf Ásta Ólafsdóttir
CFO

Sigrún Hildur Jónsdóttir
GM Support

Höskuldur Þór Arason
GM Product Development

Holds a Ph.D. in Engineering from
the Institute of Energy Technology
at Aalborg University, Denmark.
He founded Marorka in 2002, a
leading, award-winning provider of
energy management solutions for
the maritime industry. Mr.
Þorsteinsson served as Marorka´s
CEO from 2002 until January
2013. He became CEO of Klappir
in 2016.

Holds a MJur from University of
Iceland. CBDO & Co-Founder of
Klappir Green Solutions, where he
leads product design, marketing,
and sales. He previously served as
the legal maritime advisor at
Marorka.

Holds a BS in Business
Administration from Reykjavik
University. Previous work
experience includes positions as
Financial Specialist at Virðing hf,
Marorka and WowAir. Currently
serves as the CFO of Klappir.

Holds an MBA from the University
of Iceland and and MSc in
Comparative Politics (Conflict
Study Stream) from LSE, London.
CSO & Co-Founder of Klappir
Green Solutions, where she
currently leads the service team.

Holds a CS Degree in Electrical
Engineering from the University of
Iceland. Co-founder of DataDrive
(2015-2016) and Insolica (20122015). Significant experience in
Software Developing, Engineering,
and Consulting. CTO of Klappir
Green Solutions.

Board of Directors

Linda Björk Ólafsdóttir, chairman
Jón Björnsson, vice-chairman
Hildur Jónsdóttir
Stefán Eyjólfsson
Hildur Hauksdóttir

The Klappir Teams
A group of sustainability experts working together towards a greener future
The Klappir teams consist of hard-working sustainability specialists and software
developers of all ages who combine a passionate vision for how to improve the world with
a modern approach to sustainability and deep insights into the latest technology advances.
The educational backgrounds (PhDs, MAs, BAs) include Software Development, Law
(emphasis on Environmental Law), Business Administration, Engineering, Political Science,
Psychology, and Theoretical Physics, as well as creative fields such as Writing, Marketing,
and Media.

The Sales & Marketing Team devises
Klappir's marketing strategy, expands
and cultivates the partner network,
handles sales and legal issues, and
produces various content (website,
blog, instructions, etc.). Currently has
four employees.

The Service & Support Team provides
advisory knowledge to customers,
helps them implement the Klappir
solutions, and create information and
reports in close collaboration with
clients. Currently has five employees.

BOARD OF
DIRECTORS
COMPLIANCE
OFFICER

CENTRAL SUPPORT

CEO
JÁÞ

BUSINESS UNITS
ÞSJ

SUPPORT UNITS
SHJ

PRODUCT UNITS
HÞA

Sales

Service

Team 1, Team 2,
Team 3

Marketing

Advisory

CFO
ÓÁÓ

Chief HR &
Sustainability
HJ

BUSINESS
UNITS

SUPPORT
UNITS

CENTRAL
SUPPORT

PRODUCT
UNITS

The Central Support Team handles
Klappir’s finance, human relations,
and sustainability accounting.
Currently has four employees.

The Software Development Team
develops and maintains the software
solutions. Currently has nine
employees, divided into three closeknit teams.

Together We Can
Make a Difference
Our mission

To make industryleading sustainability
management software
solutions affordable for
all.

Our vision

To create long-term,
quantifiable
sustainability value for
societies using our
software solutions.

Our long-term objectives

Bring knowledge and cost-efficient environmental
solutions to the global market from our solid and
trusted domestic market. By this we help to protect,
sustain, and enhance natural resources for the future.

Our values

We are frugal and use
resources wisely. We
lead in a passionate
way, providing cuttingedge sustainability
solutions. We are
responsible towards all
our stakeholders: our
teams, our customers,
our investors, our
society, and the whole
natural world.

WE HELP TO PROTECT, SUSTAIN
AND ENHANCE NATURAL
RESOURCES FOR THE FUTURE

02 MARKET & GLOBAL COMPLIANCE

The Biggest Collective Challenge in History
Why the world needs to invest in sustainable solutions
We all have a vital role to play in protecting, sustaining, and
enhancing our natural resources for the future, starting now.

Carbon Dioxide Concentration in the Atmosphere

Klappir will undertake a leading role in supporting its
customers in closing the current gap of carbon dioxide
concentration, from where we are to where we need to be.

420

130 global banks holding USD 47 trillion in assets signed the
Principles for Responsible Banking in September 2019 where
they committed to strategically aligning their businesses with
the goals of the Paris Agreement.
Several customers on the Klappir Platform have published
goals for reducing their carbon footprint by 40% before 2030.
Ölgerðin, a leading manufacturing company, has nearly
achieved this already; between 2016 and 2019, they reduced
their C02 emission by 34%.

CO2 (parts per million)
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“ E v e r y g o v e r n m e n t , c o m p a n y, a n d
s h a r e h o l d e r m u s t c o n f r o n t c l i m a t e c h a n g e.”
-Larry Fink, CEO of BlackRock
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Estimated Size of Focus Markets
Total market size in 2025 ~ISK 170 billion
Europe:
The EU is in the process of implementing the Sustainable Consumption and
Production (SCP) Action Plan. Today all companies with more than 500
employees must disclose an ESG Report. It is expected that the EU will lower
this number to 250 employees. The market size in Europe is estimated to reach
~150 billion ISK/year by 2025.

Estimated size and growth of the ESG Reporting market

UK:
In 2020, more than 12,000 companies in the UK (companies with more than
250 employees) have to provide the authorities with an ESG Report, due to
Streamlined Energy and Carbon Reporting Regulations (SECR). The market size
in the UK is estimated to reach ~10 billion ISK/year by 2025.

120

IMO (International Maritime Organisation):
There are around 70,000 ships in the maritime industry that need digital record
books. The IMO 2020 regulation, which promotes use of digital record books,
opens massive opportunities for Klappir across the globe. The global market
size is estimated to reach ~8.4 billion ISK/year by 2025.
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Fully Developed Digital Ecosystem
Connecting all levels of society
Paris Agreement calls for digitalization of data

The Klappir digital ecosystem
The Klappir software enables customers to collect data from across their value
chain. Customers can collect data on the environmental load related to their
services from the entire digital ecosystem. This gives them all the data needed
to fulfill the requirements of the environmental assessment in the ESG Report.
Eimskip legal compliance
Eimskip uses the Klappir ecosystem to collect environmental data from their own
assets and from their value chain to generate information on their environmental
performance. This information is distributed by the Klappir software to their
stakeholders, the general public, the cities ports and harbors, the local
environmental agencies, the EU and the United Nations (IMO).

UN
EU, USA
Local environmental agencies
Cities, ports and harbours
Businesses

Information to stakeholders

To meet the Paris Agreement, governments and businesses need robust and
effective “Transparency and Global Stocktake information technology (IT)”
with predictive and analytical capabilities to generate reliable environmental
information for all stakeholders.

General public
Data collection through value chain

Eimskip uses Klappir’s software to provide ESG reports to Nasdaq,
investors, and the UN and the general public, ship waste reports to
ports, MRV reports to the EU, and DCS reports to the UN (IMO).

Klappir Simplifies Compliance
Compliance requires a constant and collective team effort
A real and current business opportunity
Existing and soon to be implemented environmental laws
and regulations, that corporate leaders and societies alike
need to address, are a real and current business driver for
green technologies. Klappir intends to utilize its first mover
advantage to fully grasp the opportunity at hand.
Digitalizing customers’ environmental data
Digital accounting and automatic streaming of data greatly
reduces risk of errors associated with manual entry into
static spreadsheets. Reliable and accurate data form the
basis for concrete actions to reduce emissions and
eradicate wasteful practices.
Central cloud-based solution eliminates software installation
The processed information can be accessed in real-time
and added to environmental databases for national and
international compliance. Furthermore, an open API ensures
that clients can connect their existing systems to other
software solutions.

Automatically Collect
Operational Data
Klappir Core (the Platform) both manually
and automatically collects data on waste
disposal, fuel, electricity, and water usage
from all providers and stores it in a single
database.

Environmental
Analytics & Reporting
Klappir EnviroMaster transforms
operational data into environmental data
for a real-time overview of the customer’s
environmental footprint for each
operational unit, the value chain, and the
whole operation.
Create and share ESG Reports with
shareholders, customers, authorities, and
the general public.

Fulfill Legal
Requirements
Klappir LogCentral makes complying with
international maritime environmental
regulations easier. Log information once
and use it everywhere.

Operational Analytics
& Reporting
Klappir HouseMaster, RoadMaster and
SeaMaster view detailed information on
each of the customers operational units,
such as oil use per car, and waste and
waste type collected at a specific address.

The European Regulatory Journey
The EU strongly supports the transition to a low-carbon, more resource-efficient and sustainable economy
March

November

The European Commission publishes
its Sustainable Finance Action Plan
for a greener and cleaner economy, a
key step towards implementing the
Paris Agreement and the EU's agenda
for sustainable development.

The Sustainable Finance Action Plan is
followed up with legislative proposals aimed
at creating an EU sustainability taxonomy and
disclosure rules relating to ESG factors to
reflect companies' carbon footprint and give
investors greater information on their
portfolio's carbon footprint.

January

The EU Commission presents its
strategic long-term goal of a
climate-neutral economy by 2050.

European Securities and Markets Authority published technical advice on
Sustainable Finance initiatives to support the Sustainability Action Plan in
the areas of investment services, investment funds and credit ratings.

Consultation launched to assess how
best to include ESG considerations
into client advice.

Disclosures will inter alia allow users of ratings to better assess where
ESG factors are affecting credit rating actions.

2018
May

May - July

European Commission adopts new guidelines for companies on how to
report climate-related information.

The Commission presents the European
Green Deal Investment Plan, which will
mobilise at least EUR 1 trillion of sustainable
investments over the next decade.

The framework is meant to facilitate public
and private investments needed for the
transition to a climate-neutral, green,
competitive and inclusive economy.

2019
March
Political agreement reached on new disclosure rules
related to sustainability. Sustainability risks are defined
as an ESG event that could cause an actual or potential
negative impact on the value of the investment arising
from an adverse sustainability impact.
Financial market participants will have to disclose to their
clients the impact of sustainability on financial returns
and the impact of their investment decision on
sustainability.

2020
October
The ESG Disclosure Regulation and the
Low Carbon Benchmark Regulation are
adopted by the European Union.
The Disclosure Regulation will apply
from March 2021 and requires firms to
publish their policies on the integration
of sustainability risks in their
investment decision-making process.

December
The Commission presents the European Green Deal,
a strategy aiming to make Europe the first climate
neutral continent by 2050.

ESG Disclosure Impact
Improved ESG information required to meet regulatory requirements and investor demands
Greater ESG transparency leads to increased scrutiny of business and
operating models

Key trend going forward: Institutional investor demands are an independent
driver of change

The revised EU Non-Financial Reporting Directive requires large entities
and groups to disclose information on their development, performance
and position, and the impact of their activities, relating to ESG.

Demand for ESG funds rocketed in 2018, despite difficult market conditions,
which led to outflows from many other funds. Failing to report and comply to
ESG disclosure rules is increasingly likely to impact companies’ share-value and
may in the near future hurt their ability to raise capital.

By demanding that sustainability considerations are integrated with
investment decisions, the EU anticipates that the impact of natural
disasters, environmental and social sustainability issues, that can affect
the economy and financial markets, will be mitigated.
Less economic harm caused by
increased weather-related damage

Investors

Capital

Greater consideration in investors’
sustainability preference

Sustainable
investments

According to Danske Bank, a noticeable difference can be seen in market value
of companies with consistent ESG disclosure vis-à-vis their peers.

25%
Healthy planet

Percentage of all US assets under
management analyzed utilizing
ESG frameworks

5x
Assets under Management under
ESG research has more than five
folded in the past 10 years

All Industries Must Comply
Compliance requirements are vast and multi-level

Examples

The Paris Agreement:
Places an obligation on countries to determine, plan, and regularly report on the contribution
undertaken to mitigate global warming.

The International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships (MARPOL)
Mandatory collection and submission of fuel oil consumption data to flag states of vessels for
aggregation and then submission to IMO.

2008 Climate Act
The Act provides the UK with a legal framework including a 2050 target for emissions reduction.
The UK pledges to reduce GHG emissions by 20% by 2050. This level has now been increased to
50% by 2025 and 80% by 2050.
2019 Streamlined Energy and Carbon Reporting Regulations (SECR)
Vastly increases the number of companies incorporated in the UK that must disclose their energy
and carbon emissions.

Port of Rotterdam Policy on Sustainable Port Development
Stipulates discounts for high-scoring Environmental Ship Index (ESI) vessels.
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Product Development Phase Completed
Four fully developed software solution pillars
Sustainability is a real and highly current business driver
From the early stages of product development, the goal for Klappir was to
complete a family of solutions that would support businesses and
government bodies on every level of their journey toward sustainability.
For four years, the Icelandic market served as the perfect test ground for
developing Klappir's products. The digital ecosystem grew fast and
connected companies and institutions across all sectors.
Today, the Klappir platform offers four different, fully developed software
solution pillars (see picture), all of them scalable and ready to be exported
to other markets.

EnviroMaster

PortMaster

CoastMaster

LogCentral

This involves methodologies for monitoring emissions and waste to create
baselines for future measurements based on a sound knowledge of existing
and upcoming environmental legislation and regulations that clients need to
comply with.
The Klappir software and services are built to create collective wisdom and
a common and uniform understanding of sustainability.

HouseMaster

SeaMaster

RoadMaster

AirMaster

CORE

Processes for minimizing environmental footprint
Klappir gives customers a critical edge by providing them software tools
and services to improve their sustainability performance.

ASSET
PERFORMANCE

COMPLIANCE

RISK
MANAGEMENT

RiskMaster

Risk Management
Studio

H E A LT H ,
HAZARD AND
SAFETY
HealthMaster

STPAMaster

Solid and Trustworthy Results
With Klappir’s help companies will understand their direct and indirect emission and carbon footprint
Standardized methods increase transparency and accuracy of reporting
The Klappir software is adapted to international frameworks and
environmental law, such as the Greenhouse Gas Protocol, ISO
14001, ISO 26000, ISO 27001, MRV and MARPOL Annex I-VI which
ensures that customers‘ environmental reporting is standardized
and comparable across markets and countries.
Klappir‘s business strategy is aligned with the UN Sustainability
Development Goals.

Klappir’s
Customer
Stakeholders
e.g. governmental
bodies or consumers

Emissions from
service providers

Emissions from Customer´s
business activities

The unique methodology built into the software solution makes the
environmental management solid and trustworthy. It all starts with:
1. Calculating the environmental load of own assets (each asset
has its own environmental profile);
2. Calculating the emission from the supply chain and other
service providers transporting products to market; and

3. Calculating the emissions generated by other activity, like own
business travel as well as social and governance factors
Data from these sources makes it possible to generate reliable
reports for governmental bodies and other stakeholders.

Emissions from supply
chain

Emissions from Customer’s own assets

Solid Customer Base
350 customers and over 3.000 users with results already evident for current customer base

Tækniþróunarsjóður

Product Offering vs. Competitors
Comprehensive software suite
ESG
(ESG Reporting)

Electronic Logbooks
(Maritime)

Fleet management
(Car & Trucks)

EH&S
(Environment, Health
& Safety)
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Business Strategy
There is a growing international demand for efficient sustainability
management software solutions to improve environmental accounting and
reporting, risk management, healthcare and hazard management, assets
performance along with related legal services and professional guidance
centered around sustainability management.
We are meeting this demand and scaling up,
recognizing the current window of opportunity and first mover’s
advantage by:
Delivering our software solutions through three sales
and distribution channels:
with existing customers and through their value chain
with regional partners that are focused on service to local customers
with industrial global partners that are focused on specific global sectors

… and external growth by M&A activities.

Software as a Service
Fueling the fastest growing software companies
Klappir’s market strategy
Product Led Growth (PLG) is a go-to-market strategy that relies
on product usage as the primary driver of acquisition, conversion
and expansion.
Product-led businesses tend to scale faster than their
competitors by rapid global scale and by offering customers free
trials or freemium model.
Product-led businesses have fast sales cycles, high revenue-peremployee and better user experience than other competitors.

Klappir offers companies free trials for up to
6 months on any of Klappir’s products.

1

2

EnviroMaster

PortMaster

HouseMaster

RoadMaster

CoastMaster

LogCentral

SeaMaster

AirMaster

RiskMaster

Risk Management
Studio

HealthMaster

STPAMaster

The customer is offered add-ons during the
free trial phase.
A simple process of adding more of
Klappir’s products that fulfills the customer’s
business needs.

3

After the free trial phase is completed the
customer will be billed unless he cancels the
subscription.

4

The customer will be able to share the
software with other potential users or
stakeholders that can subsequently start
their free trial of any of Klappir’s products.

Klappir’s Partners
“Regional” and “Global Industrial” partners
Klappir is expanding its business through an international network
of strategic partners at both regional and global-industrial levels
To support both regional and global partners, Klappir has a team of
specialists with extensive knowledge of its software to optimize its
usage for the sectors it serves. They also have a broad knowledge of
legal issues related to environmental law and energy efficiency as
well as the utilisation and structured sharing of knowledge.
Product development and production is a separate unit with a team of
specialists focusing on enhancement and further development of
Klappir’s product portfolio.
Klappir defines a digital ecosystem as an interdependent group of
enterprises, people and/or things that share the company’s
standardized digital platforms for a mutually beneficial purpose, such
as commercial gain, innovation, or common interest.

Klappir’s digital ecosystems enable customers and partners to
interact with each other and share information.

Chartco Ltd: Global partner with its head office in
the UK – selling and supporting maritime software
(LogCentral) to the international market.

Layland and Putnin: Regional
partner – Consulting in the
Baltics – Risk management.

Reitun ehf: Local Partner
– ESG Rating company
for investors.

Brimborg: Local Partner –
RoadMaster fleet management

Kolviður: Offsetting
partner – tree planting

Votlendissjóður: Offsetting
partner for wetlands conservation

VEST: Regional Partner –
Consulting company in
Netherlands – Risk management,
environmental management

Further expansion to the UK
Klappir initially entered the UK market in 2018
The UK is the primary market for the
financial activities of the maritime
industry and is also one of the leading
European countries to push forward
green investments.
The UK market is therefore highly
strategic for Klappir.
Klappir has an established business
relationship with ChartCo, a leading
company in the Maritime sector with
over 12,000 ships in service.

The UK holds ambitious goals for
mitigating green house gas emissions,
having one of the most stringent
reporting regulations in Europe.

The London Stock Exchange emphasises
the importance of ESG reporting and it
will be a part of the compulsory reporting
schemes.
Today, the UK is the third largest market
in total for Icelandic export, following the
Netherlands and Spain.

The partnership with ChartCo has
already submitted two orders to service
a total of 220 ships.

Klappir aims to provide its customers with a single
platform, were all sustainability data is compiled, thereby
offering a unique way for effective reporting along with a
direct connection to various local authorities.
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Overview of Key Figures
Healthy financial standing after the product development phase
Revenue

Revenue

312 ISKm

Equity

358 ISKm

Total Assets

Million ISK

CAGR: 36%

491 ISKm

210

312
242

123

Salaries

Equity ratio

Cash and CE

68% of rev.

73%

62 ISKm

New customers in 2019

2016

2017

2018

2019

EBITDA
Million ISK

34

2016

2017
-13

2018

2019

-40
-73

Financial Statements
Significant investment in infrastructure in 2019
Increase in revenue a vital indicator of future potential

Income Statement

Klappir‘s revenue in 2019 totaled ISK 312 million, an increase of 29% from
the previous year.
▪ ~100 new customers in 2019, primarily due to the company‘s focus on
its domestic market.
▪ Total cost of domestic market focus was ~ISK 40 – 45 million.

ISKm

Advisory services, a vital part of the company’s ongoing operations, totaled
ISK 54 million in 2019.
Salaries increased by 84% in 2019, amounting to ISK 212 million.
▪ Includes new employees from Stiki.
▪ Salaries in 2020 are not projected to increase from 2019 levels.
Other expenses increased by 53% in 2019, amounting to ISK 124 million.
▪ In 2019, Klappir employed temporary contractors to facilitate the
company’s product development.
▪ The primary objective was to have the core platform ready for
international launch by the end of the year, which was achieved.

Klappir finalized the acquisition of Stiki in 2019, resulting in a one-off cost of
ISK 50 million.
▪ Software assets increased to ISK 143 million post acquisition.

2016

2017

2018

2019

Revenue
Software
Advisory
Revenue

70
53
123

156
55
210

182
61
242

258
54
312

Salaries and related expenses
Software
Other expenses
Total expenses
EBITDA

128
0
68
196
-73

110
15
98
223
-13

115
12
81
209
34

212
16
124
352
-40

2016

2017

2018

2019

15
81
172
269

41
70
251
362

63
4
275
343

143
62
286
491

65
21
86

65
38
103

65
27
92

65
68
133

Equity

183

259

251

357

Total liabilities and equity

269

362

343

491

Balance Sheet
ISKm

Software
Cash and cash equivalents
Other assets
Total Assets
Long term liabilities
Current liabilities
Total liabilities

Goal for Growth
The significant growth in number of users is expected to continue in coming years
Future growth supported by milestones reached 2016 – 2019
Klappir has invested significant time and capital in order to prepare the company
for future expansion and subsequent growth.
▪
▪
▪
▪

Cumulative customer accounts grew from 50 to 350.
Cumulative user accounts grew from 70 to 2,328.
Orders from repeat customers increased by over 50%.
Long-term relationships established with many important strategic partners,
including Chartco (UK) and Reitun.

Klappir – Cumulative User Accounts
Total registered users
16.000
14.000
12.000
10.000

Global market outlook in 2020 – 2025

In 2020, the Paris agreement will take over the Kyoto II agreement, resulting in
increased pressure on businesses and governments to deliver on their
commitments prior to 2030.
During the period from 2020 – 2025, Klappir will:
▪
▪
▪

Grow its customer accounts from 350 to 1,700.
Grow its user accounts from 3,000 to 15,000.
Establish long-term partnerships with over 50 strategic partners.

The primary growth facilitators will be the company´s eco-platform (Klappir
Core), EnviroMaster (for ESG reporting) and SeaMaster (digital logbooks).

8.000
6.000
4.000
2.000
0
2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

2025

How We Implement New Customers
Two examples of our sales processes
The implementation process for a typical maritime customer:
Step 1: Free trial (6 months). Customer begins collecting data.
Step 2: LogCentral for data collection and legal compliance.
Step 3: EnviroMaster and ESG Reporting.
Later add-ons: SeaMaster for energy efficiency analytics and HouseMaster for
facility management.
The implementation process for a typical construction customer:
Step 1: Free trial (6 months). Customer begins collecting data.
Step 2: EnviroMaster for sustainability management.
Step 2: RoadMaster for energy efficiency of car fleet and HouseMaster for
energy efficiency of buildings and waste management.
Later add-ons to dive deeper: RiskMaster and ESG Reporting.
Added sales as trust is built between Klappir and customer:

Klappir and the customer build a long-term relationship
Using the Klappir platform, our customers will develop a level of trust that in
turn enables Klappir to supply more solutions to better serve their individual
needs. The Klappir platform becomes indispensable.

Actual Customer Implementation
Subscription fee, EUR thousands

€ 50
€ 45
€ 40
€ 35
€ 30
€ 25
€ 20
€ 15
€ 10
€5
€0
1HY1

2HY1

1HY2

2HY2

1HY3

2HY3

1HY4

2HY4

1HY5

PLG Case Study – Atlassian
Powering innovation at over 150,000 companies worldwide
Customers

Milestones
Founded in 2002, Atlassian offers 16 products for software development,
project management, and content management.
Atlassian uses a PLG market strategy by making their product accessible
on their website instead of having salespeople.
In 2005, the company had 1,000 customers that, through their PLG
strategy, has grown to over 153.000 customers in 2019.

Thousands
180

153

160
140

126

120

89

100
80
60
40

In July 2010, Atlassian raised USD 60 million from Accel Partners.

37

49

61

20

Atlassian was listed on the NASDAQ Stock Exchange in December 2015,
giving the company a USD 4 billion valuation.
Atlassian is currently valued at USD 32 billion.
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PLG Case Study – Shopify
In excess of 1,000,000 businesses in 175 countries
Customers (Businesses)

Milestones
Founded in 2004, Shopify is one of the most popular ecommerce platforms
globally, with a 20% market share.
Shopify uses a PLG market strategy by offering a free 14 day trial and 3
different subscriptions that differ in price and service.
From January 2007 to December 2013, Shopify raised over USD 122m
through four rounds of equity.
Shopify was listed on the New York Stock Exchange in May 2015, giving the
company a USD 1 billion valuation.
Shopify is currently valued at USD 40 billion
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06 THE OFFER

Share and Ownership Structure
320 shareholders holding A and B shares
Kvistar eignarhaldsfélag ehf.*
96.6%

Startup Reykjavík
Invest ehf. 1.5%

Fjarskipti hf.

Eyktarsalir ehf.

Þorrasalir ehf.

Institutional and private investors
1.2%

0.4%

Klappir’s A shares hold 100% of the voting rights
and are wholly owned by 5 investors.
The company’s B shares are listed on Nasdaq First
North with approximately 315 shareholders.

0.4%

A shares
50,000,000 shares

B shares
84,026,661 shares

100% of votes

0% of votes

Klappir Green Solutions

Klappir’s total share capital of ISK 134,026,661 is
divided into:
▪ A shares – ISK 50,000,000
▪ B shares – ISK 84,026,661

The share and ownership structure of Klappir is
believed to provide the necessary strategic
flexibility to pursue the company’s vision while at
the same time providing a good balance between
long-term shareholder value creation and
competitive shareholder return in the short-term.

Uppfæra gullitaða að neðan.
Ef farið verður í PO þá þarf að gera lýsingu
– nema lágmarkið verði EUR 100.000

Share Increase
25.20% of share capital when fully subscribed
New Share Offering
Item
Corporate ID.
Address
Ticker symbol
ISIN no.
Advisor and bookrunner
Total number of shares
> A shares
> B shares
Stock type
Number of shares being offered
Share of capital (when warrant is fully subscribed)
Price per share
Amount of offering

Klappir Green Solutions
630914-1080
Austurstræti 17, 101 Reykjavík
KLAPP B
IS0000029171
Íslandsbanki
134,026,661
50,000,000
84,026,661
B shares
45,161,290
25.20%
ISK 15.50
ISK 700,000,000

Tax deduction
• Individuals have a right to a tax deduction for investments that fulfill certain requirements
• The Directorate of Internal Revenue (Ríkisskattstjóri) has approved that an investment in Klappir
fulfils the above-mentioned requirements
• https://www.rsk.is/einstaklingar/tekjur-og-fradrattur/hlutabrefafradrattur/

Capital Allocation for Expansion
Expansion into international markets, leading to an increase in users, is the primary objective of the offer
Timeline
2020 - 2025

Description

Estimated Cost
(ISKm)

Establish Eco Platform with partners. Further develop the partnership network, as well as the partner
methodology and services directed toward partners.

100

Extend the business and service unit to create a Partnership Program. Develop new webpage for partners.
Create standardized contracts and pricelists.

50

Further develop the software team. Cultivate specialization within each industry. Create a new team for
maintaining the software while the current team develops new features.

150

Build a support team that ensures strong back-end support both in marketing and on technical issues for
the partners.

50

Reach the market through PLG marketing, which includes a new homepage, videos, customer success
stories, LinkedIn, seminars, and workshops.

250

Funding work in progress. There will be a 3-6 months delay in payments from the maritime industry.

50

Concert the existing Klappir Core Platform with APP for mobile devices. By this Klappir can reach
individuals and homes; 35,000 homes in Iceland and 100 million homes in Western Europe.

50

Total:

700

Íslandsbanki Contacts
Íslandsbanki Corporate Finance has been mandated to manage the
share increase on behalf og Klappir.
Any inquiries should be directed towards the following contacts:

Rafn Árnason
Director – Corporate Finance
Tel: +354 844 4974
Email: rafn.arnason@islandsbanki.is

Albert Freyr Eiríksson
Analyst – Corporate Finance
Tel: +354 844 4638
Email: albert.freyr.eiriksson@islandsbanki.is

A1 APPENDIX

ESG Initiative: Eimskip
From its founding in 1914, Eimskip has been one of the key corporate players in modern Icelandic history,
connecting the country to the rest of the world with its expansive transportation systems. Eimskip is
currently utilizing the Klappir SeaMaster and Klappir LogCentral digital logbooks to better manage all its
environmental data.
The Challenge and Solution

Real Results: Eimskip Highlights

Eimskip wanted a solution that would:
▪ not only provide the company with a
comprehensive overview of its energy intensity
and carbon footprint,
▪ but also help Eimskip ensure that its vessels
comply with local, regional and international
maritime environmental regulations,
▪ and free the valuable operational data stranded
in countless paper reports and files so that
Eimskip could produce ESG reports.

Eimskip’s carbon footprint, as measured by CO2
emissions per ton of transported cargo, has
decreased by 14.2% since 2015. That exceeds
the goal set in 2015, which states the company’s
aim to reduce the carbon footprint by 40% by 2030.

Eimskip adopted the following Klappir solutions:
▪ Klappir EnviroMaster for ESG Reporting
▪ Klappir SeaMaster for energy efficiency – MRV
and DCS Reporting
▪ Klappir LogCentral – digital logbooks for
MARPOL Annex I-VI

“I am certain that Eimskip currently offers the most
environmentally friendly transport solution to and
from Iceland and the Faroe Islands and even more
so once we add the new vessels to our operations.”

In 2020, Eimskip published its ESG Report for the
year 2019 parallel to publishing the financial
statements for the year. They have made
sustainability accounting part of their corporate
culture.

- Vilhelm Már Thorsteinsson, CEO

ESG Initiative: Brim Seafood
Brim is one of Iceland’s largest seafood companies and committed to showing the greatest respect for
the environment and the marine ecosystem at all times. The Company makes every effort to manage
resources sustainably and operate responsible fisheries.
No more guesswork at the end of the year

Real results and opportunities

Brim adopted Klappir’s environmental management
system to record and reduce its emissions of
greenhouse gases while complying with international
and national maritime environmental regulations.

In 2017, Brim reduced greenhouse gas emissions
by 9.8% compared with the previous year, even
though the company’s catch grew from 141,855 to
152,868 tons.

Rather than relying on estimates, Brim wanted access
to reliable, real-time information which could be
shared with customers, stakeholders and the
community alike.

Brim operates waste sorting stations at all of its
operating locations, which minimizes waste sent
to landfills. The company sorts all waste, from
their onshore activities as well as from ships. In
2017, Brim sorted 78% of all waste compared
to 58% in 2016.

By employing Klappir’s HouseMaster and SeaMaster
software, Brim has achieved noteworthy results in
managing its emission’s and increasing efficiency of
assets and operations.

Brim’s exemplary environmental management and
carbon accounting earned the company the City of
Reykjavík’s Environmental Award in 2017 and the
Environmental Award of SA Confederation of
Icelandic Enterprise in 2019.

ESG Initiative: Ölgerðin
Ölgerðin is a highly developed and progressive manufacturing company, and a leading supplier to
the Icelandic retail sector of both imported global brands as well as their own products.

Reaching ambitious goals hinges on accurate data

Major progress in carbon footprint reduction in 2018

Ölgerðin has been party to the Icelandic Climate
Agreement since 2015 and has been implementing
serious efforts to support their goal of reducing
their CO2 emissions by 40% before 2030.

34%

Reduction in the emission of greenhouse
gases compared to the previous year

46%

Reduction in the use of oil for steam boilers
used in production; equals the energy
needed to light 12,000 lightbulbs for a year

Ölgerðin teamed up with Klappir to make sure data
on their emitting activities is accurate and
transparent in addition to affording them the ability
to increase their sustainability in a systematic and
cost-efficient way.
By employing Klappir’s HouseMaster software,
Ölgerðin has achieved impressive results and
milestones on their way to reach their ambitious
sustainability goals.

9%
11%

Reduction in the use of fossil fuels for the
company’s extensive distribution car fleet;
equals the amount of fuel needed to drive
a truck 340 times around Iceland

Reduction in waste; equals the average
waste produced by 350 households in a
year

Disclaimer
The information contained in this presentation was obtained from Klappir (the “Company”), the owners of the Company
and other publicly available sources and has not been independently verified by Íslandsbanki hf.
The content of this presentation should not be regarded as being sufficient to form an investment decision, or any other
decision. Interested parties should conduct their own investigation and analysis of the Company. Neither Íslandsbanki hf.,
nor any of its direct or indirect holding companies, or any employees, agents, representatives or advisers, makes any
representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of the information contained in this
presentation or otherwise made available, nor as to the reasonableness of any assumption contained herein or therein
and any liability therefore, is expressly disclaimed.
Nothing contained in this presentation shall be relied upon as, a promise or representation whether as to the past or the
future.
This presentation and its content are confidential. The information in this presentation may not be copied, quoted or
distributed, partially or in whole, without written permission from Íslandsbanki hf.
The Company, its owners and Íslandsbanki hf. reserve the right to negotiate with one or more prospective investors at
any time and to enter into a definitive agreement relating to a transaction involving the shares. Also, the Company and its
owners reserve the right, at any time, to terminate the further participation in the project by any party and to modify or
terminate any procedures.
This document does not constitute any form of commitment or recommendation on the part of the Company, its owners,
Íslandsbanki hf or any of their respective subsidiaries or associated companies, nor does it grant any of the recipient’s
exclusivity.
Neither this presentation nor its delivery to you shall constitute or be construed to be an offer or invitation to purchase
any shares, securities or any of the business or assets of the Company described in it and no decision has been taken as
to whether and, if so, which of such shares, securities, or assets will be sold. Íslandsbanki hf. is acting as an adviser to
the Company and its owners for the purposes of arranging the project and will not be offering advice and will not
otherwise be responsible for providing customer protections to any other person in relation to the transaction involving
the shares in the Company.
Íslandsbanki’s Corporate Finance is a part of the Íslandsbanki Group that among other things operates in the field of retail
and corporate banking, securities brokerage, corporate finance and wealth management. Each unit conducts its work
independently. Íslandsbanki’s Corporate Finance, other units within the Íslandsbanki Group and parties related to them
may have interests or obligations that conflict with the interests of potential buyers in relation to the transaction involving
the shares in the Company.
Investing in financial instruments involves various risks. Investors are encouraged to familiarize themselves with
information on risks associated with financial instruments before making a decision on an investment in financial
instruments. An overview of financial instruments and associated risks can be found here:
https://www.islandsbanki.is/english/products-and-services/personal-finance/wealth-management/investor-protection/
The transaction involving the shares in the Company is conducted in Iceland, under and in accordance with Icelandic law.
By accepting receipt of this presentation, the recipient agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this disclaimer.

Austurstræti 17
101 Reykjavík, Ísland
Phone: + 354 519 3800
service@klappir.com
www.klappir.com

